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ABSTRACT 
A real symmetric matrix of order n, n > 2, is said to be paramount if each proper 
principal minor is not less than the absolute value of any other minor built from the 
same rows. A paramount matrix is minimal* if reducing any of the diagonal entries 
removes the matrix from the paramount class. Minimal paramount matrices arise in 
the n-port realization problem of circuit theory. A condition is found that is 
equivalent to the minimality of a paramount matrix. Conditions are also found that 
guarantee that the inverse of an invertible minimal paramount matrix is itself 
minimal. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let M be an n-by-n real symmetric matrix with n > 2. A long-standing 
problem in circuit theory has been to determine conditions on M necessary 
and sufficient for the realization of M as the open-circuit impedance or 
short-circuit admittance matrix of a resistive n-port. It has been shown that a 
necessary condition for the realization of M is that M be paramount [2]. This 
condition has been shown to be sufficient when n =3 [SJ. A 4-by-4 
paramount matrix W has been exhibited which is not realizable as an 
*In the literature the term “irreducible” has been used to describe a minimal paramount 
matrix. We thank the referee for his suggestion to adopt “minimal” in order to avoid confusion 
with other uses of “irreducible” in matrix theory. 
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open-circuit impedance matrix [4]. Thus, the paramountcy condition is not 
sufficient for n >3. 
Suppose M is a paramount matrix whose diagonal entries are successively 
reduced to produce a minimal paramount matrix G [7]. It can be shown that 
if G is realizable, then M must also be realizable. Thus, the key to the n-port 
realization problem may lie in an analysis of minimal paramount matrices. 
We can conclude from Theorem 2.6 that each diagonal entry of a 
minimal paramount matrix must be involved in at least one paramountcy 
equality between matrix minors (see Definition 2.1). However, Example 2.3 
shows that this condition is not sufficient for a paramount matrix to be 
minimal. In Sec. 2 we exhibit an elaborate condition on the paramountcy 
equalities which is necessary and sufficient for minimality. In a future paper 
[5], it is shown how these paramountcy equalities impose topological con- 
straints on a realizing network. Based on the nature of these paramountcy 
equalities, a class of non-realizable minimal matrices is exhibited in [5] which 
includes the above matrix W. 
The inverse of an invertible open-circuit impedance matrix of an n-port 
is the short-circuit admittance matrix of this n-port. Thus, any paramountcy 
equalities which may appear in the inverse of an invertible matrix M can 
impose additional topological constraints on a realizing network for M. In 
Sec. 3 we obtain sufficient conditions on the paramountcy equalities appear- 
ing in an invertible matrix which will guarantee the occurrence of certain 
paramountcy equalities in the inverse of this matrix. 
Although the inverse of an invertible paramount matrix is paramount [9], 
the inverse of an invertible minimal paramount matrix need not be minimal 
[3]. This paper concludes with a simple set of conditions sufficient to 
guarantee that the inverse of an invertible paramount matrix is minimal. 
1. INTRODUCTORY NOTATION 
We use the notation of Marcus and Mint [6] in describing submatrices, 
complementary submatrices, determinants and Qk+, the set of k-term in- 
creasing sequences in 1, 2,. . . , n. 
NOTATION 1.1. 
(1) A is an n-by-n paramount matrix with n > 2. 
(2) For each 1 < k Q n, k is the lexicographical ordering.of Qk+. 
In order to simplify the appearance of many of our equations, we elect to 
denote the kth compound of A by A ck) rather than by Marcus’s C,(A). This is 
our sole deviation from the notation of [6]. 
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NOTATION 1.2. For each 1< k < n, A@) is that ( :)-by-( ;) matrix such 
that A !k) = d (A [k.(k.]). ‘1 ’ 1 
We will have need for a notation which describes all of the cofactors of 
A. 
NOTATION 1.3, 
(I) If u, t’ E Qk,n and T(U, c) = C:=, (z+ + ui), then A’(u, c)) = 
(- l)‘(“~“)d(A (+)). 
(2) If u and I; are the respective one-term sequences {(l,p)} and 
{(l,q)}, then we write AP”g instead of AC(u, 0). 
The next notation describes the kth adjugate compound of A [l]. 
NOTATION. 1.4. For each 1< k < n, adj@)A is that (:)-by-( F ) matrix 
such that (adj(kjA)ii = A ‘(ki, ki). W e write adj$f)A instead of (adj(k)A)ij. 
Our final notation will be useful in dealing with the minimality condition. 
NOTATION 1.5. Let 1 < i & n. Then [A,i,x] denotes that n-by-n matrix 
obtained from A by replacing the single diagonal entry Aji by the real 
number x. 
2. PARAMOUNTCY EQUALITIES AND MINIMALITY 
DEFINITION 2.1. A, is involved in a paramountcy equality if and only if 
l<p<n and there exists O<k<n and l<i,i< with j#i such that 
]A!k)]=A!t) 
'1 II an 
d pErangek. 1. 
REMARIC 2.2. We emphasize the significance of the statement p E 
rangek, in Definition 2.1. Since p~rangek,, p=k,(t) for some t=l, 2,...,k. 
Thus, A, appears as the t th diagonal entry of the k-by-k submatrix A [ki]ki] 
and, in accordance with Definition 1.2, is involved in the computation of 
A?) II * 
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and note that each of its diagonal entries is involved in a paramountcy 
equality. However, A is not minimal, because reducing A, to 2 produces the 
matrix [A,3,2], which is still paramount. 
REMARK 2.4. We seek to characterize the minimality of a matrix in 
terms of the occurrence of certain paramountcy equalities. By Example 2.3 
we must strengthen the demand that each diagonal entry simply be involved 
in a paramountcy equality. We cite two elaborate conditions concerning 
various cofactors, which, when satisfied by each diagonal entry, will be 
necessary and sufficient for the minimality of the matrix. If a diagonal entry 
involved in a paramountcy equality also satisfies these two conditions, we say 
that it is involved in a strong paramountcy equality. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A, is involved in a strong paramountcy equality if and 
onlyif l<p<nandthereexistsO<k<n, l<t<kandl<i,j< ;f with 
i # i such that ]A::) ( = A$), p = ki (t), and 
( > 
(1) if k > 2, then A[k,]k,]“,#O, and 
(2) if k > 2, and if I< u; < k, p =kj(w), and A$)A[ki]ki]“, > 0, then 
~~[~~I~~]~~~f~~~~I~~l”,~ 
THEOREM 2.6. A is minimal if and only if for each 1~ p Q n, App is 
involved in a strong paramountcy equality. 
Part 1. Suppose for each I < p f n, A, is involved in a strong 
paramountcy equality. Suppose A is not minimal. Then, there exists 1 < p 
<n and x<A,, such that [A,p, x] is paramount. For convenience, let 
B= [A,p,x]. We establish a contradiction by showing B is not paramount. 
Produce k, i, f and t satisfying Definition 2.5. It suffices to show Bilk) < 1 Bijk)(. 
Suppose first that k = 1. In this case, p = ii(l) and B,,(l) = x < A,+, = A//) 
= IA?)1 = I Bii(‘)l. Thus, we now assume k > 2. For convenience, let G 
=A[k,]k,], H = B [kj]ki], M= A[k,]kJ and N= B [ki(kj]. 
Expansion of d(H) along entries in the t th row yields a number e such 
that Bijk)= d(H) = xH,” + e = xG,” + e. The construction of e also guarantees 
Aik)=d(G)=AwG;+ e. But as a principal minor of a paramount matrix, 
Gi > 0. Thus, by Definition 2.5 (I), Bf) = XC,” + e < AppGG + e = Af) = (A:!)\. 
Now, in the special case where p @ range k., A, is not an entry of the 
submatrix B, so that Bijk)< ]A$+)] = Id (M)( = id (N)( = (B$)( and we are 
through. Thus, for the remainder of the proof we assume that p E rangek! 
and produce 1< w < k such that p = ki (w). 
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As before, produce a number d such that Bjik’ = xNLc + d = xM& + d and 
Ai?) = AppMLO + d. Two cases arise, depending on the sign of the product 
shown in Definition 2.5(2). 
Case 1. A.?)Ml[ < 0. We consider only the situation when A:’ > 0 and 
MLc Q 0. A sim%ar argument can be used to handle the other situation. By 
selection of e and d, A, GLc + e = Atjk) = IAjjk’] = A, M&. + d, implying d - e = 
A,(G,: - M&). But using Definition 2.5(l), 6,: - Mtt. > 0. Thus, since x < 
A pp, d - e > x(G,” - M,“,), implying that Bii (k)=~GC+e<xMC.+d=B!k)< n hr ‘1 
1 BJk)(. 
Case 2. A,jk)M;i > 0. As above, we consider only one situation, when 
Af) > 0 and ML,, > 0. Note that in this case, Definition 2.5(2) applies, and 
since A is paramount, the conclusion of Definition 2.5(2) reduces to Gk- 
Mlc > 0. But since we also have A:!) > 0, all of the inequalities displayed in 
the analysis of case 1 are valid, yielding the same result. 
Part 2. Let A be minimal. Let 1 < p < n, and suppose A, is not 
involved in a strong paramountcy equality. For each X, let B (x) = [A,p, x]. 
Note that B (A,) = A. Because the determinant of a square matrix is a 
continuous function of the pth diagonal entry of the matrix, we can produce 
a real x<AW such that whenever 0 < k < n and 1 < i, j < 
< Ailk), we have 1 B (x)$)1 < B (x)(f). 
( 1 
i and ]A$ 
S ince A is minimal, we establish a 
contradiction by showing that B (x) is paramount. In particular, let 0 < k < n 
and l<i,i< 
( 1 ;. 
It suffices to show ]B (r)$f)] < B (x)$). 
Since A is paramount, ]A$!)] < Ai(:). Now, if ]Af)] < Aik), the selection of x 
guarantees that I B (x$)1 < B (x)$‘. Thus, we assume ]A;+)] = Airk), 
Now, if we can establish the desired result with i# i, then 0 Q B (x# 
= ) B (x)(b)I. Thus we may assume j# i 
For ‘Lonveniknce, let G=A[k,]kJ: H= B(x)[k,]k,], M=A[k,Ik,] and N 
= B (x)[ki(ki]. 
Now, if p@rangek,, then G=H and M=N, so that /B(x)$)\=/d(N)(= 
/d(M)1 = IA;!)1 =Aljk)= d (G) = d (H)= B (r)$’ and we are through. Thus, 
assume p E range ki, and produce 1 < t < k such that p = ki (t). If k = 1, A, is 
involved in a strong paramountcy equality, which is false. Thus, we assume 
k 22. 
As in the proof of part 1, produce a number e such that B (x)$7) = XC; + e 
and Aik) = AppGi + e. Suppose first that p @ rangeki, implying N = M. But 
also in this case Gi =O, for otherwise A, is involved in a strong 
paramountcy equality, which is false. But then, B (x)$) = e = AAk) = IA?)1 = 
Id(M)I=ld(N)j=jB(x)(? d an we are through. Thus, we assume p ~rangek~ 
and produce 1< w s k iuch that p = k, (w). 
Again, as in the proof of part 1, produce a number d such that 
B (x$’ = xM& + d and Af) = A&l& + d. Suppose first G,” = 0. Since A is 
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paramount, 0 = Gi > 1 M,“,I, implying A4& = 0. But then, B (x)$) = e = A/F) 
= IA.!k)l = IdI = IB (#!‘I, an d we are through. Thus, we now assume G,” #O. 
&ppose now A$= 0, implying that Aijk) = ]A:)] = 0. Since k < n, produce 
m such that p @range k,. Since A is paramount, ]A,‘;)] < A/:’ =O, implying 
A/2)=0. Thus IA/$] = 0= Ai and p =ki(t). But by our assumption above, 
Definition 2.5(l) is true, and since p @ rangek,, Definition 2.5(2) is trivially 
satisfied, implying that A, is involved in a strong paramountcy equality, 
which is false. Thus, we may assume Aijk)#O. 
We consider only the case when A,‘i”’ > 0. A similar argument can be used 
for the other situation. Observe that A4,“, > 0, for otherwise App is involved in 
a strong paramountcy equality. Now, by Definition 2.5(2), Gz = ]M,“,] = M,“,; 
otherwise A,, is involved in a strong paramountcy equality. But then, 
Ahk) = IA$.k)I = A?), implying d = e. Finally, 
= B(x)(k). 
B (x)\i) = xGG + e = xM,“, + d 
II n 
REMARK 2.7. We have observed that each entry on the diagonal of the 
matrix in Example 2.3 is involved in a paramountcy equality. However, since 
the matrix is not minimal, at least one entry on the diagonal must not be 
involved in a strong paramountcy equality. 
3. PARAMOUNTCY EQUALITIES IN A MATRIX AND ITS INVERSE 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A he invertible, and let 1 < p < n such that A, 
appears in a principal minor of A which equals the absolute value of 
another minor of A built from the same rows. If the m th row is not among 
these rows, then A$ is involved in a paramountcy equality. 
Proof. LetO<k<nandr= i . 
c 1 
Suppose I < i, i < r with i # i such that 
IAij”)l=Ai(ik)andpErangek,.Let1~m~nwithm~rangeki.Letg=r+l- 
i and h=rfl-j. It suffices to show m@range(n-k)g and I(A-‘)~~k)]= 
(A -I$&-? 
Let C” (ki) denote that unique sequence in Qn_ k,n obtained by deleting 
those elements of rangek, from the integers 1, 2,. . . , n. Using induction it can 
be shown that cn(ki)=(n-k),+l_i. S ince m @ range k,, m E range c” (ki) = 
range (n -k),, establishing the first result. 
Using Notation 1.4, it can be shown that for 1 < v,w < r, 
ladj%r-, r+r-wAl = IA (n-k)l. Also, since A is paramount, d(A) >0 [9, p. . _ 
2731. Using the Theor& of Jacobi [l] twice, and noting A is paramount, 
d(A)](A-l)(,;;k)] = IadjfiA] = IA$-k)l = A/F-k)=adjfiA = d(A)(A-‘)‘,“,-k), 
establishing the second result. n 
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REMARK 3.2. By imposing a maximality condition on k we can 
strengthen Theorem 3.1 to guarantee that A,;; is involved in a strong 
paramountcy equality. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A he incertihle. Let 1< p < n. Let k, T, i, j, m, g und 
h be as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 so that k is maximal. Then, Ai; is 
incolced in a strong paramountcy equality. 
Proof, By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to establish Definition 2.5(l) and (2) 
with reference to the paramountcy equality involving compounds of order 
n - k as exhibited in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let s = n - k. Thus, we 
assume s > 2 and let 1~ y < s with m = sp( y). 
We first establish (1). Suppose A -‘[sg, sg]GY = 0. Since A - ’ is paramount, 
A - ‘[ss> s&a = 0, for each 1 < TV’ < s. Thus, d (A -l[sg, s,]) = 0. Since 
A -i[sg,sg] is a principal minor of the paramount matrix A -‘, the familiar 
Laplacian expansion [6] of d (A _ ‘) go iarantees that d (A _ ‘) = 0, contradicting 
the invertibility of A. 
To establish (2), let z = n - (k + 1). We show that the maximality of k is 
contradicted by the assumption that the determinant of a principal sub- 
matrix of A -l[sg,sg] f d o or er z is equal to the absolute value of the 
determinant of another submatrix of A -i [sp,sp] built from the same rows. 
Thus, with r’ = 
( > 
k 4 1 , produce 1 < g’, h’ < r’, where g’ # h’, such that range 
zg, crangesg and ](A-‘)‘,“!,.] =(A-‘)‘,;!,.. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
c”(ki)=(n-k)g. Th us, since p Brangek,, p ~2 rangess. By the choice of g’, 
p erangezs,. But now applying Theorem 3.1 to A ‘, ]A$+ ‘I]= A$+‘) and 
p E range k + I,,, with i’ = r’ + 1 - g’ and j’ = r’ + 1 - h’. This contradicts the 
maximality of k. 1 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be inuertible. Suppose IAPt] = A, and (A,,] = A,, 
with p # q, p# t and q # W. Suppose further that A, and A,, are not 
inoolced in a paramountcy equality of minors of order greater than one. 
Then A - ’ is minimal. 
Proof, Let 1< m < n. By Theorem 2.6, it suffices to show that m 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3. Since p # q, we have m # p or m # y. 
We assume m # p. It suffices to show p E range 1, and m Grange l,, which is 
immediate. n 
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